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Spigen 571CS21683 mobile phone case
(571CS21683)
Galaxy S8 Plus Case Ultra Hybrid, Clear
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 11.12 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 2.34 €

Product details:
Product code: 571CS21683
EAN: 8809522196299
Manufacturer: Spigen

13.46 €
* VAT included
Spigen Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus Ultra Hybrid is ideal for minimalistic enthusiasts seeking a clear case with added
protection. The Ultra Hybrid has a shock-absorbent TPU bumper with a thin PC back that provides long-lasting clarity.
Edges are strategically raised around the screen and camera, while cutouts allow quick access to all of its functions.
Place decorations in your Ultra Hybrid case to showcase your personality through its crystal clear back
- Hybrid technology that is made of a TPU bumper with a durable PC back
- Precise cutouts for quick access and raised lips to protect screen/camera
- Slim profile and tactile buttons for quick responsiveness with a seamless look
- Showcase your personality through its crystal clear back
- Mil-Grade certified with Air-Cushion Technology in all corners
Main specifications:

Features
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Case type:
Colour of product:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Protection features:

6.2 "
Cover case
Transparent
Samsung
Galaxy S8 Plus
Dust resistant,Scratch resistant,Shock resistant

Design
Surface coloration:
Material:

Monotone
Polycarbonate,Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:

76 mm
10 mm
162.6 mm

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

